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The Evolution of                     
Systems Security

Of all the claims being made about the evolution of tech-
nology, the one that everything is getting more complex is 
surely the most likely to be true.  

applications are dividing into orchestrated components, 
networks are serving “things” instead of people, and serv-
ers/network devices are becoming virtual instead of real.  
Subsequently, control over these applications and sys-
tems are being increasingly abstracted to machine-based 
rules and decisions.  

The thing that makes all these shifts complicated is that the 
complexity of a system is proportional not to the number 
of elements but to the number of relationships, and that’s 
growing exponentially.

You can argue that the seminal trend in technology is  
virtualization.  it’s the foundation of a re-architecting of data 
centers, the basis for cloud computing, a key paradigm in 
framing the network services businesses buy, and the de-
fining element in the most significant carrier network evo-
lution of our time — network functions virtualization.  virtu-
alization is the key to agility in resource use, in application 
design, in service creation.  

The “internet of Things” is a network of virtual users or vir-
tual processes.  virtualization is our tool for managing that 
complexity explosion, in fact.  it’s also the thing that breaks 
every notion of security, compliance, and even business 
promises that we’ve ever had.  We’ve fulfilled these re-
quirements in the past by managing not our assets but our 
relationships, and those are exploding with complexity, dis-
guised by abstractions, or both.

CiOs have the parallel mission of exploiting technology to 
serve the needs of their business, and protecting their 
businesses from the risks that improper applications of 
technology can bring.  There can be no compromise in 
either of these areas, and in fact advances that impact one 
will nearly always impact the other.  

You’d think that virtualization and the internet of Things 
would have driven business-benefit exploitation and gov-
ernance and security processes in parallel, but that hasn’t 
happened. 

We hear about issues with sensor, network and cloud  
security because of that disconnect, and we hear 
about specific remedies to get things back on track.  a 
lot of CiOs have looked at, or adopted, these reme-
dies thinking they’d bring their two missions into har-
mony, and most find out quickly that they were wrong. 
 
You can’t glue security and compliance onto the end of 
process changes, technology changes. You can’t assure 
services or guarantee performance without an authenti-
cated chain of responsibility that all parties involved can  
verify. 

You have to create all these capabilities at the source, 
at the architecture level, and that’s what Guardtime has 
done.  every CiO knows that architecture is the only de-
fense against multiple, incompatible, inefficient, solutions.  
Guardtime provides that defense, provides that architec-
ture, and most importantly shows the real relationship be-
tween trust and truth.
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A Different Path  
for a Different Future

everything in networking and information technology is 
based on resources that are digital assets.  Whether they’re 
real like servers, switches, and routers or virtual software 
instances representing a function or device, they’re still 
the things that support our business processes.  logically 
everything we do to secure, govern, and monitor our pro-
cesses should be focused on these assets, but if you look 
at our practices today we find that’s not the case.

When we talk about encryption today, we’re talking most 
often about encrypting traffic, which is managing the re-
lationship between things, not the things themselves. We 
apply governance principles to application access—again 
a relationship-based approach.  Service-level agreements 
are also applied to relationships, not to what provides the 
service or if it’s working properly.  This approach is illogical 
on the face because our assets are what we want to val-
idate, but it also creates some critical problems in an age 
of virtualization.  virtualization creates abstract assets that 
relate to real ones through a chain of commitments, where 
the commitments are expressed through relationships.  
The problem is that these relationships are hidden in the 
abstraction process so there’s no “chain of custody evi-
dence” to independently verify their integrity.  This problem 
impacts everything about virtual machines, clouds, virtual 
network services, and even aPis and software development.

Guardtime changes all of this, by applying the same basic 
principle of “layering” that’s common today in networking. 
The approach is called the attribution envelope, and when 
you wrap an asset in a attribution envelope you create 
an attributed Object.  The concept is illustrated in figure 
1.  at the core of an attributed Object is the crucial con-
cept of identity, which means a unique mapping between 
an attributed “object” and the digital asset it represents.   
This mapping conveys authenticity to the asset; we know 
what it is in absolute terms.  

The next layer in the attribution envelope is the assertions 
made about the asset, which means the parameters, prop-
erties, features, interfaces it exposes.

 

figure 1 | The “attribution envelope” Concept

These two inner layers of the architecture create, for each 
digital asset, an authentic representation of the asset — a 
kind of “black box” that has properties we can now de-
pend on. Guardtime’s technology is the first approach to 
recognize the difference between “trust” in the sense of 
believing something is what it says it is, and truth, which 
is knowing that not only is a parameter or value or device 
what it says it is, but it’s also exhibiting properties that are 
themselves authentic.  These two layers of attributed Ob-
jects are the core of Guardtime’s difference.

The next two layers add in the relationships we’ve been 
accustomed to believing were the core of our security, 
governance, and monitoring.  Guardtime’s approach pro-
vides enormous flexibility in managing relationships with-
out any loss of security, transparency, or accountability  
because we build relationships on top of an authentic core, 
which can be independently verified and attested to.  With 
Guardtime technology we can now reliably verify the truth 
of the digital asset and assure its coherence independent 
of the service provider maintaining it on your behalf.  

first, Policies are defined to be applied by the “owner” of 
the asset.  These policies can regulate any and all relation-
ships the asset becomes involved in and their linkage with 
the digital assets themselves is similarly authenticated.  
Policies are, in a sense, a mixture of assertions and an outer 
layer, applications.  They let asset owners set boundaries 
on things and provide a mechanism to relate or “chain” 
attributed Objects, which can then can be asserted to act 
as guides for how other things can relate to them.

Second, applications are defined, which are simply things 
that, by operating through Policies, can manipulate the 
assets and their assertions.  Guardtime provides certain 
applications themselves, but also aPis that let the users 

Identity | unique mapping between 
a “trust object” and the asset it 
represents

Assertions  | parameters, properties, 
features, interfaces of the asset

Policies | regulate all relationships 
the asset becomes involved in

applications  | can manipulate the 
assets and their assertions



or third parties develop their own applications or build a 
attributed Object model into existing applications.

One powerful property of the attribution envelope model 
is that a digital asset can be a collection of other digital 
assets, as shown in the figure 2 below:
 

 

figure 2 | Collection of assets in the “attribution envelope”

in the figure 2, attributed Objects are linked by policies 
to show relationships where trust is inherited or derived 
from other elements.  That means that in the Guardtime 
architecture, a complex system of assets like a cloud ser-
vice can be represented by an attributed Object and the 
policies in that high-level object can be used to relate it 
to the real assets that make it up—the servers, software, 
network connections, etc.  This means that every complex 
system can be attributed to the combined behavior of its 
nuclear resources.  With this attribution, trust, governance, 
and service accountability are never abstracted away.   
remember the “attributed” concept, because we’re going 
to build a whole system of asset security, governance, and 
management on it.

The most significant point about an attributed Object 
is that it is also a “Truth Object” because we extend  
basic identity assurance to assertions or properties.  Most  
security/compliance processes rely on “trust” in a very  
explicit sense, meaning that while they may secure the 
bond between things, the path or link, the user is expect-
ed to trust that an authentic link leads to an authenticated 
partner.  However, we know this not to be true in this age 
of system exploitation and hacking.  With Guardtime, any  
attributed Object is explicitly attributable to the entity that 
it represents itself to be, with all the properties it rep-
resents itself as having, as precisely as dna would iden-
tify an individual.  That’s what is meant by starting with 
the asset, and that’s why the approach is so powerful. 

How it Works
The critical technical barrier to making the notion of a at-
tributed Object work is the current infatuation with pub-
lic-key encryption and key management.  assets are 
dynamic, hierarchical, and have different rules of associ-
ation among pairs of them or within object communities.  
Traditional encryption from a confidentiality perspec-tive 
is hard to sustain at scale due to the complexities of 
key management, particularly in a dynamic environ-
ment, and it can’t be applied in a policy-driven hierarchy  
unless you build a structure to do that completely outside 
the structure that provides encryption and certificates.  
 
What’s needed here is clearly something that’s as-
set-based, that lets assets generate assertions that are as 
authentic as the assets themselves, sign exchanges among 
assets, verify authenticity a as needed, and above all cre-
ate policy-based hierarchies where trust flows to a point of 
connection between two authentic domains.  That’s what 
Guardtime does with something called “Keyless Signature 
infrastructure” or KSi.  

KSi is based on proven principles of hashing, signing, 
distributed consensus and widely witnessed evidence, as 
figure 3 shows.  The basic concept starts with signing 
an asset, and that is done by first creating a hash from 
the asset’s value, then aggregating all hash-values from all 
objects to be signed into a binary tree and making the root 
hash of that tree widely witnessed (by publishing it in a 
distributed data structure known as a hash calendar).  The 
necessary hash-values to allow the original asset hash-val-
ue to reconnect to the root are then inserted into a “key-
less signature” and distributed back to the asset. 

figure 3 | KSi architecture “attribution envelope”
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To verify an asset, a receiver or user of that asset runs the
verification by extracting the hash-values from the signa-
ture, rebuilding the tree and verifying that the root-hash value 
matches that in the calendar, which determines whether 
the asset is correctly signed and if the value of the asset is  
unchanged from the time of signature. if either of those con-
ditions is not met then the asset has been contaminated. 

The Hash Calendar is refreshed every second and redis-
tributed, but gateway points cache a copy and can con-
tinue to authenticate objects offline if connection to the 
core is lost. a key innovation is that the Hash Calendar 
measures the passage of time without reliance on a trust-
ed time-source and thus the signatures automatically in-
clude a time component effectively replicating PKi digital 
signatures and digital timestamps using only hash-function 
cryptography. 

The services of KSi are distributed through a set of aPis 
supporting virtually all the popular programming languages 
and through a port to the gateway device.  applications 
can use these services to sign assets or validate signa-
tures as needed, and users and partners can construct any 
software structure they like around the KSi framework or 
integrate the aPis into any existing structure.  However, the 
optimum model for KSi application is the attributed Ob-
ject, and Guardtime builds their own applications of KSi 
around the attributed Object model.  

logically speaking, digital assets are known by their proper-
ties, called assertions.  The contents of a log file, the state 
of network or application variables, the interfaces to devices 
or services—all these things are assertions made by digital 
assets.  assertions of a attributed Object can be attributed 
to that object through the signature and verification pro-
cess.  The assertions can be native to a real “atomic” asset 
or derived from assertions made by lower-level assets in a 
complex structure like a cloud service.  because assertions 
are attributable to attributed Objects they create a mathe-
matically verifiable chain in such a complex structure, and 
that means that they can form the basis for claims of securi-
ty or compliance, including Sla compliance.

because assertions are the properties of attributed  
Objects, they are also the logical place to define and ap-
ply Policies that either show how the assertions can 
be used or changed by others, or how a “service-level”  

assertion is derived from the assertions of the digital as-
sets that fulfill the service.  a service, whether it’s a network 
service, an application service, a cloud service, or what-
ever, is considered to be attributed when it is made up of 
attributed Objects and its own service-level assertions 
are policy-derived from those objects. There are specific  
examples of implementing this model in attributed net-
works and attributed aPis models, described later.

any application can tag/sign assets or verify signatures, and 
any asset can be signed.  That means that attributability can 
be added to any interface or set of assets, and that asset 
collections can be made attributable.  Tagged assets carry 
a history of changes with them as they move as workflow 
elements, or as workflows operate on them.  Tagging can 
be carried over a network, applied to control and manage-
ment exchanges or even to workflows. This means that  
attributed Objects can have attributed exchanges with 
each other, and that all parties involved in any transaction 
can be authenticated at any point by anyone who receives 
a tagged asset.

it’s important to note here that while the KSi model is the 
most comprehensive security and compliance tool avail-
able, it has the ability to authenticate any and all assertions 
made by an attributed Object, so any essential property 
of a business digital asset can be guaranteed through at-
tribution.

in the attributed Object structure, the outer layer is the 
application layer, where attributed services are consumed 
by users to solve business problems.  Guardtime’s own 
applications for managing the KSi framework and cre-
ating security and compliance solutions from attributed  
Objects.  These applications include:

•	 GuardVision – attributed networking integrity  
Management and advanced analytics

•	 GuardView & Videri – advanced integrity analytics 
and big data Security Platform.  digital asset  
Protection, data loss Prevention, Security Man-
agement rules and Governance based on integrity 
Monitoring and evidence



•	 GuardSweep – integrity baseline of network and 
Object Store resources, associated applications, 
Configurations, and access, authorization, and  
authentication Policies

•	 GuardLog – integrity log and audit Monitor for 
applications responsible for audit and log Monitor-
ing and SieM escrow.  benefits risk, Compliance, 
retention & audit Solutions

•	 GuardView TPV (Third Party Verification)  
Managed Security Services – integrity as a Service 
and integrity escrow Services to Perform real-Time 
incident response, Sla assurance for users/Op-
erators to verify the integrity of Contract Slas and 
Technical Security Controls described in Service 
Provider Contracts. 

in operation, KSi would be applied to sign the digital as-
sets of a network, an application, a data center, or an entire 
business. These signatures allow KSi applications to val-
idate the state of any asset, and thus the entire asset set, 
based on a ‘clean’ reference state. When any asset devi-
ates from the baseline the asset can no longer be trusted, 
and the state of the assets in any asset system can be 
escrowed and exchanged for validation without providing
access to the assets themselves. That means that anyone 
can be given proof of the authenticity of an asset, even a 
complex one like a cloud or data center, and can validate 
that proof independently. KSi-specific applications can  
receive real-time notifications of trust issues to provide 
asset owners with alerts to problems with security, gover-
nance, and even Slas.
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The Sla application of KSi may be the most compelling. 
Slas are expressed by a provider and relied on by service 
consumers, and yet it’s normally almost impossible to de-
termine if the promises they contain have been met without 
providing monitoring of service resources that would itself 
breach security and confidentiality for the providers and 
even other users. by making the Slas assertions of the 
appropriate service interfaces, and by linkingthem back to 
the assets that fulfill the service requests, the Slas them-
selves become attributed and a promise of compliance is
enforced just as a promise of security would be enforced.
an assertion is a promise—of security, compliance, or  
conformance — as much as it is a parameter or data value.  
by creating the link from a provider’s promise to the behavior 
of the infrastructure that fulfills it, KSi assertions convey 
attributable commitment without exposing the details of 
how the commitment was fulfilled, and even a change in 

the mechanisms for fulfillment can be made into asser-
tions and published so that those who receive a promise 
know not only that it’s being kept, but that the mechanism 
for doing so was changed. in every area where digital  
assets represent commitments to something, KSi lets both 
the provider and the consumer of the assets believe what 
they’re told.
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Critical Applications: Attributable 
Networks and APIs

it’s time now to return to that earlier point about having 
the properties of complex systems attributed.  even to-
day, services like vPns or cloud computing are consumed 
through aPis that are themselves abstractions of what’s 
likely complex infrastructure behind the scenes.  The key 
term here is “behind the scenes” because while consum-
ers of services are expected to trust not only their security 
but their governance and even their Sla, there’s no way 
to know whether the service is in fact trustworthy.  attrib-
utability is a key element in our trust/truth relationship be-
cause in order for something to be attributable, it has to be 
both associated with an authentic source and second be 
an authenticated assertion of that source.

The challenge with attributability is that we have typically 
focused on individual interfaces and connections to se-
cure and trust, and yet we consume complex systems of 
devices and software that have complex relationships and 
properties.  if a network or cloud user has to establish trust 
and truth a device or software component at a time, there 
will never be a useful model of either.

fortunately, a complex system of any sort can be attributed 
by tagging its critical assets and their assertions/proper-
ties for verification.  The attributes can include the physical 
devices, software images, log files, data files, management 
state and parameters, or any other information.  The current 
state of an “attributed Complex” can be measured against 
the Clean State for the system to validate the system is 
what it claims to be, operating as it should be.  There are 
two examples of this process that are highly important in 
today’s technology market; one is the network and the oth-
er is the generic notion of the “service aPi” that is prevalent 
in componentized applications, virtualization, and the cloud.

The attributed network model for KSi is an example of 
chaining across multiple assets.  The process starts by 
making all the network devices into attributed Objects 
that contain a chain of attributed Objects representing 
the versions of hardware, software, and firmware, the op-
erating parameters, and critical state variables. These  
attributed Objects can then be chained upward to define the  
network, either as a single step for homogeneous networks 

or through one or more layers of administrative or physi-
cal segments.  a Clean State is established for the net-
work complex, based on a baseline operating state that is 
known to be valid.

This process in itself will validate the elements and con-
figuration of an entire network.  it’s also possible to extend 
this basic model by adding tagging to critical manage-
ment and control exchanges and even to data exchanges.  
Tagged messages such as this will allow elements of the 
attributed network to validate each other by authenticat-
ing key traffic that could change network behavior.

The interfaces and services of the attributed network 
are delivered through interfaces and/or aPis and these 
can also be made attributed Objects, which means that  
security, compliance, and performance can be validated to 
network users without exposing detailed management and 
configuration data or exposing network devices to hack-
ing.  This process is similar to that used to create attribut-
able aPis, which is our next topic.

in a software-driven age, application program interfaces 
(aPis) of all types are used to deliver application, network, 
storage, and compute services to users and to connect el-
ements of complex services, applications, and experienc-
es.  in virtualization and cloud computing, we use aPis to 
represent resource pools that can be assigned to applica-
tions ad hoc.  increasingly, we’re orchestrating application 
components using workflow engines, and with the advent 
of public cloud services some of these components will 
have to be cloud-hosted.  That creates a major risk of se-
curity problems, compliance/governance issues, and even 
Sla disputes.

To Guardtime and the KSi architecture, the property of  
“attributability” can be gained by having a attribution Chain 
established to authenticate the constituent elements of a 
complex system.  That’s how any complex system with 
one or more aPis can be attributed.  The application of 
attributed aPis to security and governance are clear, we 
think, but the fact that they can also apply to service level 
agreements is revolutionary, and demonstrates the flexibil-
ity of our approach.

any “service” has to guarantee something to the user, 
whether it’s simple availability or more stringent perfor-
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mance boundaries.  it’s common to have Slas and just 
as common to have disputes over whether they are be-
ing met.  it’s hard to resolve Sla issues because of  
visibility; no service provider will offer users management 
visibility into their infrastructure, and without common 
monitoring there’s no basis for agreement on performance.

What KSi can do here is to make Sla conformance of 
a service into an assertion that is linked to an attribution 
Chain that leads back into the provider’s network.  if the 
aPi’s Sla assertion(s) are related to deeper assertions 
of performance, customers can be allowed to follow the 
chain to see that indeed network/service elements are 
meeting an Sla without seeing the objects themselves.  
Slas are then authentic because they are attributable to 
the performance of the network and iT elements within.  

any attribute of an aPi or complex system, even the secu-
rity and authenticity of a sensor network in M2M, can be 
authenticated this way.  anything that is guaranteed, then, 
can be made trusted and thus verified independently from 
those operating the system.

all of this is possible because of the dynamic nature of 
KSi’s sign/validate approach.  because attributed Objects 
can be generated with assertions in any volume, there is 
no system too complex to be made attributable.  in a world 
where “real” resources and services are a thing of the past, 
that’s a critical benefit. 
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Facing the Future Means  
Facing the Right Way

despite the fact that we’ve had sensor networks for  
decades, the internet of Things would change everything 
simply because of the scale of what is available and the 
ways that dissemination of data and access rights then 
needs to be controlled.  despite the fact that nearly every 
enterprise uses virtualization today, the extensions of virtu-
al networking and cloud computing will explode the number 
of services and resources that depend on virtualization as 
we move to the second half of this decade.  Mobility, ex-
perience management, and customization will further com-
ponentized software and demand software composition  
processes be even more agile.  and these trends will rein-
force each other, as we already know.

What we “know” in a truth-and-trust sense is critical in 
this future filled with elastic and agile concepts and rela-
tionships. Knowledge of this kind can’t be conveyed by a 
simple exchange of a certificate, can’t be protected by en-
crypting known paths of information exchange.  We must 
fall back to protecting the digital assets themselves, the 
things that demand protection.  We must build our secure, 
compliant, conformant service relationships from assets 
that we can validate, not only in terms of identity but in 
terms of properties.  a hacked secure system is not only 
not secure in itself, it’s a conduit of contamination to every 
other iT element that trusts it, yet traditional security and 
compliance processes would not spot the problem.

any system that’s more comprehensive, more agile, more 
flexible is also more complex.  Practices that manage com-
plex systems but don’t authenticate their elements or prop-
erties are not guaranteeing proper operation at all.  We are 
building toward a future where our current practices will 
fail us at the most fundamental level, the level of those at-
tributes of trust and truth that we’ve talked about so many 
times here.

KSi can authenticate not only the identity of elements 
but their properties, make trust-and-truth a combination 
and not a contradiction.  by building on the inner layer of 
identity and assertions in attributed Objects, Policies and  
applications can build a knowledge of the trust and truth 
of iT and network elements that has never been available  

before, and use that to set service levels, apply gover-
nance, secure assets, and build applications that are able 
to do what they promise because they use only what is 
secure and authentic.

Guardtime is offering a whole new way of looking at digi-
tal assets, services, networks, and applications.  it’s a way 
that reflects the critical importance of all aspects of infor-
mation technology to modern businesses and the need to 
secure the technical elements of our infrastructure and ap-
plications that support workers, partners, and customers.
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About Guardtime

founded in 2007, Guardtime invented Keyless Signature 
infrastructure (KSi) - a technology that allows any type of 
electronic activity to be independently verified using only 
formal mathematical methods, without the need for trusted 
administrators or cryptographic keys. 

deployed by world governments, KSi provides real-time 
validation and an independent audit trail for everything that 
happens in digital society, limiting liability and making it im-
possible for insiders or sophisticated cyber attackers to 
manipulate data and cover their tracks. 

read more at http://www.guardtime.com.
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